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Summary

Although TCP is typically designed to carry data (transfer of documents such as
files or web pages), it is also suitable, today, for transporting most commercial video
streaming traffic such as YouTube or Netflix traffic. The Class-Based Weighted Fair
Queuing (CBWFQ) is still an important router discipline that allows different classes
of elastic flows (generally TCP flows) to be transported together in a truly converged
network. Such system has been extensively studied in packet level by evaluating sev-
eral criteria of effectiveness such as the mean queue length and the average queue
waiting time, without proposing a general model that captures the flow-level dynam-
ics and the real coupling aspect between different queues. Moreover, most studies
limited their works to a simple two-queue system where performance evaluation is
very much easier. Even the few works focusing on providing extended results did not
give accurate results for very loaded systems. Proposed packet-level models seem
to be not convenient to predict the performance of large-scale operator networks
with millions of users, millions of flows and unexpected user behaviours. This paper
aims to overcome these limitations by presenting new analytical explicit mathemati-
cal expressions evaluating the flow-level performance metrics of elastic traffic under
a general CBWFQ system. The core of our analysis is based on some approxima-
tions proven for balanced fairness allocation, which provides a reasonable framework
for estimating bandwidth sharing among elastic traffic for best-effort allocations.
Detailed packet level simulations are used to verify the accuracy and the effectiveness
of the two proposed approaches.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Upgrades in Internet connection speeds, with the emergence of 4G LTE cellular and fiber optic communications1,2, has led to a
multiplication of services offered by modern telecommunication networks and to unprecedented growth in the number of users
and traffic volumes that they generate2,3,4. Internet traffic is forecasted to increase nearly threefold over the next five years.
Major portion of this traffic will be mainly dedicated to various forms of video. Globally, IP video traffic will be 82 percent of
all consumer Internet traffic by 20215. Although Internet tends progressively for interactivity, it is anticipated that non-online
video applications will still contribute by the most significant amount of video traffic6. These applications are usually based on
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TCP (Transport Control Protocol). It is reported that most commercial streaming traffic (YouTube, Facebook, Netflix, etc.) is
carried over TCP7,8,9.

Since these applications rely on TCP for packet transmission, the generated traffic is elastic in nature. This is because TCP’s
congestion control adapts to the available capacity in the network and results in an elastic packet transmission rate10. The
adaptive nature of elastic traffic makes it more tolerant to delay and jitter than real-time traffic11. However, given that video
applications are generally exigent in terms of bandwidth, TCP-based video traffic should be not transported in the same manner
as classical TCP traffic (file transfer, web pages, mailing). Operators and service providers generally offer all services at different
service levels according to the Quality of Service (QoS) level required by both the service and the client2. For example, the Ser-
vice Level Agreement (SLA) created between the operator and the client is presented in three classes: bronze, silver, and gold
levels with increasingly better response times. A service level is used to define the expected performance behaviour of a service,
where the performance metrics are, for example, average response time, supported throughput, service availability, etc12.

The Diffserv architecture presents an architecture where packets are marked and divided into service classes as they enter
the network13. Network nodes are then able to provide different services using some scheduling algorithms. The Class-Based
Weighted Fair Queuing (CBWFQ) is a scheduling discipline usually applied to QoS enabled routers14. CBWFQ is based on
Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) scheduling. However, in contrast with WFQ, which specifies the capacity fraction to be given
for each single flow, the CBWFQ policy allows the creation of user-defined flow classes, each of which is assigned to one
specific queue with a specific weight that determines the guaranteed bandwidth for this class of flows. Each queue can use more
bandwidth if it is available: When one class does not use all its guaranteed bandwidth, the other classes will share this residual
capacity, which creates a coupling aspect between queues in order to optimize the resource sharing and ensure a more efficient
traffic transport. This scheduling discipline is very important to understand how heterogeneous elastic traffic converges and
competes for the use of the same-shared transmission resources. CBWFQ may be able to meet the QoS measures needed by the
different elastic traffic types15.

Although the issue of resource allocation in CBWFQ system can’t be addressed without taking into account the random
and the dynamic nature of ongoing flows16, studying the flow level performance of elastic traffic under such system (or an
equivalent system) has not received much attention in literature. CBWFQ system has been extensively studied at packet level by
evaluating several criteria of effectiveness such as the mean queue length and the average queue waiting time 14,15,17,18,19,20,21,
without proposing a general model that captures the flow-level dynamics (arrivals and departures of flows) and the real coupling
aspect between different queues.
The real behavior of a general CBWFQ system is hard to be analyzed under Markov models. In the presence of variable service
rate (due to the coupling aspect existing between the different queues), it is very difficult to have a regular representation of the
generating matrix of the Markov chain modelling the arrival and the departure of jobs/packets/flows in such system. One raison
is that this generating matrix must combine all possible queue states, which is not always easily feasible. To keep a manage-
ably small state space, markovian analysis for this system are only considered for two queues14,17,19,22. These two queues are
approximated by independent working servers with variable instantaneous service rates such that the service rate of one queue
depends on the state of the other queue.
For a larger number of queues, some approximations were proposed as an alternative of Markov chain analysis. In21, the
authors generalise the decoupling approach to a greater number of queues. However, their approach does not give an accurate
results when the queue is strongly coupled to the other queues (a queue with low weight). Another numerical-based approach
was proposed in15, where the authors consider that coming packets will be assigned to the queues under a fixed probability.
This probability is numerically deduced from system parameters and it depends on queue’s weight. For very loaded system,
this approach is far from being accurate.
Proposed packet-level models seem then to be not convenient to predict the performance of large-scale operator networks with
millions of users, millions of flows and unexpected user behaviors. This paper aims to overcome these limitations by presenting
new analytical results to evaluate the performance of elastic traffic under CBWFQ system. The idea behind our analysis is to
exploit some approximations proven for balanced fairness allocation, which is considered as an efficient tool to approximate
bandwidth sharing among elastic traffic for best-effort allocations. Using these approximations, we give two different fluid
approaches for CBWFQ system: the first is a classical decomposition of the system into different links (virtual links) charac-
terized each by an average capacity to be calculated while the second is based on some numerical results, issued from event
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simulations, that capture the evolution of the average number of flows per queue in function of the weight assigned to it. The
originality of our contribution consists on providing explicit analytical expressions to predict the flow-level performance met-
rics (average throughput per flow, average number of connections for each class of flows, average total number of flows passing
through one queue) of elastic traffic under CBWFQ system taking into account the strong coupling between the queues. To our
knowledge, exact or approximated results do not exist for the model described in this paper.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows: an overview of related work is shown in the next section. In the third section,
we describe our model of the system to be studied. In the fourth section, we give useful approximations proven for balanced
fairness. We discuss then the bandwidth sharing between elastic traffic for the two cases where all flow classes have identical
or different rate-limits. These approximations will be exploited in the fifth section to evaluate the performance of a general
CBWFQ system. The accuracy of the proposed analytic results is discussed in the last section basing on some detailed packet
level simulations with Network Simulator (NS 2).

2 RELATEDWORK

In this section, we first present the main difference between packet-level modelization and flow-level modelization focusing
on some flow-level models evaluating the performance of elastic Internet traffic. Then, we discuss previous works studying
the CBWFQ system or other variants of such system such as WFQ system. The difference between WFQ and CBWFQ is that
CBWFQ differentiates traffic by class (e.g., voice, data, or video) while WFQ differentiates traffic by flow (e.g., source and
destination). WFQ offers fair queuing that divides the available bandwidth across active flows based on weights. Each flow
is associated to an independent queue with a specific weight, which determines the minimum percentage of bandwidth to be
exploited by this flow. CBWFQ is an advanced form of WFQ that supports user defined traffic classes. A queue is allocated for
each class of flows, and the traffic belonging to that class is directed to the queue assigned to it23. In CBWFQ policy, the weight
of the queue indicates the guaranteed capacity for each traffic class.

2.1 Flow level modelization of elastic traffic
The performance evaluation of elastic traffic is a topic treated in the literature basically under two different levels: packet level
and flow level24.
The packet level defines the way in which packets are generated and transported during the communication25. The packet level
models incorporate many details about the system (Round Trip Times, buffer size, etc.)26. However, they generally consider a
fixed number of ’long-lived’ flows. These models may be useful to estimate queue sizes at buffers and packet loss, but they are
still be considered as static models since they do not capture the flow-level dynamics, such as flow duration or the variation of
the active number of persistent flows. Flow-level models are idealized models that include random flow-level dynamics (arrivals
and departures of flows) and use highly simplified models of bandwidth sharing26. The complex underlying packet-level
mechanisms (congestion control algorithms, packet scheduling, buffer management,etc.), at short time scales, are then simply
represented by a long-term bandwidth sharing policy between ongoing flows16,27. The flow-level models of data networks can
be considered as the analogues for the Erlang model of telephone networks and its extensions to multi-rate circuit-switched
networks, which have proved its effectiveness for both dimensioning and traffic engineering28.
In general, a flow is defined as a series of packets between a source and a destination having the same transport protocol number
and port number29. We refer to class of flows as all flows of the same service between a source and a destination, having a
common rate limitation and the same resource requirements30.

The dynamic flow level modelling of Internet traffic was practically introduced with Massoulié and Roberts with a model of
fair bandwidth sharing (Processor-sharing Model)31. Theoretical allocations optimising an utility function of the instantaneous
flow rates have also been proposed to estimate the TCP bandwidth sharing. Examples of such allocations are the classical
max-min fairness and the Kelly’s proportional fairness32. In general, the analysis of a network operating under these alloca-
tions schemes is quite difficult. One reason is that they do not lead to an explicit expression for the steady state distribution,
which determines the typical number of competing flows of each class27. For this reason, balanced fairness was proposed by
Bonald and Proutière to approximate the performance of TCP traffic under these equitable allocations16,33,34. A key property of
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balanced fairness is its insensitivity: the steady state distribution is independent of all traffic characteristics beyond the traffic
intensity16,27,33. The only required assumption is that flows arrive as a Poisson process. The average number of active flows can
be then evaluated for each class. According to Little’s law, this metric is essential to deduce the performance metrics of TCP
traffic at flow level such as the average throughput and average transmission delay per flow within each class.
Nevertheless, the balanced fairness allocation remains complex to be used in a practical context as it requires the calculation
of the probability of all possible states of the system, and thus it faces the combinatorial explosion of the state space for large
networks32,35,36. In32, Bonald et al. propose a recursive algorithm to evaluate performance metrics in a tree networks, in which
it is possible to identify congested network links for each system status. Although this algorithm makes it possible to calculate
accurate performance metrics, it is applicable only for this particular case of network topologies. For more complex networks,
identification of saturated links is not always feasible35. Another approach has been proposed in37 by Bonald et al. to resolve
this problem. Under the assumption that flows do not have a rate limit (A flow may use all the link bandwidth if there is no
flows in the same link), the authors propose explicit approximations of key performance metrics in any network topology. In
practice, flows generally have a peak rate that is typically a function of the user access line.
For a single link case, Bonald et al. give in38 a recursive formula that exactly computes the average number of flows for each
class. A reformulation of this formula was given in35 and36 where authors aim to give an explicit exact expression for the
average number of flows per class. In order to reduce the complexity (and then the calculation’s time), the authors provided an
approximation to their original expression. This approximation was generalised after for all network topologies35,36,39. Flow
level performance metrics for elastic traffic become then easier to be predicted and evaluated for large-scale networks. We will
introduce these approximations later, because they are very useful to study our present system.

2.2 An overview of related work studying the CBWFQ system
Most works studying the CBWFQ system (or WFQ system) focus on modelling this system at packet level by evaluating several
criteria of effectiveness for this level such as the average queue waiting time and mean queue length14,15,17,18,19,20,21.

The real behavior of a general CBWFQ system is hard to be exactly modelled, especially because of the coupling aspect
existing between the different queues. In the presence of variable service rate, it is very difficult to have a regular representation
of the generating matrix of the Markov chain modelling the arrival and the departure of jobs/packets/flows in such system as
it combines all possible queue states21. To keep a manageably small state space, Markovian analysis for this system, or an
equivalent system, are only considered for two queues14,17,19,22. Such two CBWFQ system is mostly approximated by indepen-
dent working servers with variable instantaneous service rates22,40,41,42. The instantaneous available service rate is generally
considered as the minimum service rate for a queue, calculated by multiplying the weight of the queue by the server capacity,
plus the remaining service rate from the other queue.

For large number of queues, some approximate techniques are proposed as an alternative to Markov chain analysis. In21,
authors aim to generalise the decoupling approach for more than two queues. However, for reason of simplicity, they only
consider the first-level calculation of the remaining service rate . It means that the remaining service rate from a queue, given
that it is already using the remaining service rate form other queues, is not treated. Authors show that this viewpoint is unable to
capture the strong coupling between queues and it can’t always provide accurate results. In15, another approach was proposed.
Authors started their study by modelling a two CBWFQ system as a non-preemptive priority system, where packets of each
class are randomly assigned to one of priority queues according to a fixed probability. This probability was fixed based on
experimental simulations and it is in function of the class’weight. Then, they extended their results to more complex queuing
scenarios. The proposed results work very well for small overall utilisation of the system. However, it seems to be not very
accurate for medium and high values of total load, where the error rate exceeds 10% and reaches 40% for high traffic demand.
In general, the CBWFQ policy has practically no effect for small load43. Therefore, an efficient approximation for a CBWFQ
system should especially give reasonable results for medium and high values of total load.
To conclude, the main limitations of the different analysis proposed for evaluating the performance of a CBWFQ system (or

an equivalent system) can be summarised in these two points:
1. The proposed models didn’t capture the flow level dynamics (arrival and departure of flows), which represent very well the
great dynamicity of the traffic as it makes it possible to represent the connections and disconnections of users on an application
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(or service).
2. The proposed models couldn’t capture the coupling aspect between queues in a general CBWFQ system.
In this paper, we aim to provide new fluid approaches to overcome these two limitations. The originality of our contribution
consists on:
1. Providing a large-scale modelization of the CBWFQ system, taking into account the strong coupling between the queues.
2. Evaluating the performance of elastic traffic under this system basing on some analytical results already proven for a simple
best-effort system.

3 MODEL

We consider a large number of ADSL, UMTS or LTE subscribers distributed over a single geographic area and connected to
the backbone network through an access line of capacity C (Mbits∕Second). This access line is assumed to be the bottleneck
link for all the traffic flows generated by users. This link is a full-duplex link, which means that the transmission capacity is
C (Mbits∕Second) in both directions.
Users generate a random number of elastic flow-classes. LetE be the set of these elastic flow classes. Class- i flows, i ∈ E , arrive
as an independent Poisson process with rate �i (F lows∕Second) and have independent exponentially distributed volumes with
mean �i(Mbits∕F low). We refer to the product �i = �i�i (Mbits∕Second) as the traffic intensity of class i. Let � =

∑

i∈E �i
be the total traffic intensity generated by all elastic flows. We assume that � < C to ensure the stability of our system.
Each flow of a class i has a maximum bit rate di ≤ C in (Mbits∕Second). This is the actual rate of each flow in the absence of

congestion. Congestion forces TCP to reduce flow rates and thus to increase their durations. Let xi the number of class-i flows.
We refer to the vector x = (xi)(i∈E) as the network state, the vector � = (�i)(i∈E) as the vector of traffic intensities and the vector
d = (di)(i∈E) as the vector of rate limits.
In a similar way to the configuration of Internet routers, we assume that, for both directions, packets are assigned to a numberM
of CBWFQ queues before being sent into the link. Let wm, m = 1..M , the weight of the CBWFQ queue number m. We assume
that:

M
∑

m=1
wm = 1 (1)

We denote byEm the set of elastic flow classes passing through the queue numberm and by �m =
∑

i∈Em
�i the load offered to this

queue. Let x(m) = (xi)(i∈Em) be the state of the queue number m and d(m) = (di)(i∈Em) be the vector of limit rates for this queue.
Since the above resource sharing is applied for both upload and download directions, our study will be limited to one CBWFQ
system. The evolution of this system state defines a multidimensional Markov process with transition rates �i from state x to
state x + ei and di(x)∕�i from state x to state x − ei (provided xi > 0), where di(x) is the bit rate of class-i flows in a state x
(di(x) ≤ di) and ei represents a unit vector with 1 in position i, and 0 elsewhere. If we denote by �m(x) the bandwidth given to
the queue m by the CBWFQ policy in a state x, and supposing, for example, that each queue is exploited by identical limit rate
flows, di(x) will be given by 2 ∀i ∈ Em.

di(x) = min(di,
�m(x)

∑

i∈Em
xi
) (2)

It is very difficult to give an explicit expression to �m(x) for each state x given the coupling existing between the queues. Since
the weight for each queue indicates the minimum capacity that the queue will receive, we have :

�m(x) ≥ wmC (3)

In particular, if a state x is characterised by
∑

i∈Ek
xkdk ≥ wkC for all queue 1 ≤ k ≤M , the expression 3 becomes:

�m(x) = wmC (4)

For elastic traffic, we assume that users perceive performance essentially through the average throughput per flow given
by 5 for each i ∈ E 16,27,33,35.

i =
�i

E[xi]
(5)

Where E[xi] is the average number of active flows for the class i.
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In the following, we use these notations:

|x| =
∑

i∈E
xi

�x =
∏

i∈E
�xii

xd =
∑

i∈E
xidi

We also denote by �(B) the stationary probability of a set B and by �(x) the stationary probability of the vector x.

4 APPROXIMATE RESULTS FOR BALANCED FAIRNESS ALLOCATION

In this section, we assume that there is no CBWFQ policy in the entry of the link (which is equivalent to letting M = 1 in
our model). The objective of this section is to introduce some useful approximations for balanced fairness allocation in order to
easily estimate the performance of elastic traffic in best-effort system. These approximations will be exploited in the next section
to evaluate the performance of our studied system.

4.1 Identical rate limits
We suppose here that all classes have the same maximum bit rate r. LetN = ⌊C∕r⌋ be the maximum number of flows that can
have their maximum bit rate. In35, Ben Cheikh proved that, under balanced fairness allocation, the average number of flows for
each class i is exactly given by:

E[xi] =
�i
r
+ �(B)

�i
C − �

(6)

Where B = {x, |x| ≥ N} is the set of congestion stats:

�(B) =
( �
r
)N

N!
C

C − �
�(0) (7)

�(0) is the probability that the link is empty, and it is given by:

�(0) =

(N−1
∑

k=0

( �
r
)k

k!
+
( �
r
)N

N!
C

C − �

)−1

(8)

The average total number of flows can be then deduced from 6 by:

E[x] = �
r
+ �(B) �

C − �
(9)

And then, we have the following relation:
E[xi] =

�i
�
E[x] (10)

4.2 General rate limits
For different transmission rates, an approximation was given in 35,36 and39 to simplify the exact expression (presented essentially
in38 as a recursive formula) of the average number of flows for each class of flows i ∈ E under balanced fairness allocation:

E[xi] ≈
�i
di
+ �(Bi)

�i
C − �

(11)

Where Bi is the set of congestion stats for the class i: Bi = {x, xd >= C − di}. The probability �(Bi) is written as follows:

�(Bi) =
1

C − �
∑

j∈E
�j�(Wj) + �(Wi) (12)
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Wj is defined asWj = {x, C − di ≤ xd < C} and its probability is given by:

�(Wj) = �(0)
∑

x∈Wj

P (xd, C) (13)

Where P (xd, C) is given by the Kaufman-Roberts formula. This formula can be reformulated as follows:

P (n, C) =
∑

k∈E

�k
n
P (n − dk, C) ∀1 ≤ n ≤ C (14)

with P (0, C) = 1 and P (n, C) = 0 for all n < 0.
The probability that the link is empty is then given by:

�(0) =

(

∑

0≤xd<C
P (xd, C) + 1

C − �
∑

j∈E
�j

∑

x∈Wj

P (xd, C)

)−1

(15)

In our following analysis, we will use this approximation rather than the exact recursive formula of Bonald for two main rea-
sons. One is that this approximation is less complex and provide a very accurate results (see Figure 1 ). The other is that this
approximation was generalised to the case of any network topology, which make our results easily scalable in the future.

FIGURE 1 Comparison in terms of E[x1] between the exact recursive formula presented in38 and the approximation 11 for
different values of �1∕�: Example of a link of capacity C = 20 shared by three classes of flows such as: d1 = 1, d2 = 2, d3 = 3
and �2∕� = �3∕�.

5 STUDYING THE CBWFQ SYSTEM

The capacitywmC is mainly dedicated to flows passing through the queuem. However, if a part of this capacity remains available,
it will be shared between the other virtual links, which need more resources to transmit its traffic in a better condition. Therefore,
wmC can be viewed as the minimum capacity allocated to the virtual link number m. Bonald et al. implicitly expressed this
idea in43 saying that the QoS offered to flows is always better than that obtained if the link were divided intoM virtual links of
capacity wmC , 1 ≤ m ≤M .
In this section, we will exploit the results presented in the previous section to capture this coupling between the queues and
provide analytical explicit results for flow level performance metrics of elastic traffic. We analyse the CBWFQ system under two
different approaches: the first is a classical decomposition of the system into different independent virtual links, each with an
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average capacity to be calculated. The second one treats the whole system as an one entity (without decoupling it) and it relies
on some numerical observations of the evolution of the average total number of flows for a queue in function of its weight.

5.1 First approach: Decoupling of the system into independent virtual links
We suppose that �m < wmC , ∀m. Our first approach is based on decomposing the system into different independent virtual links
characterized each by an average capacity value. This average capacity reflects the mean service rate that a queue will receive
during all states of the system. Then, we independently evaluate the performance of each queue using 6 and 11.

It is evident that, in some states of x, one or more queues (or virtual links) may not use the full capacity initially dedicated to
it. This remaining capacity can be used by other queues, according to their weights, to increase the total queue service rate for
better QoS. Calculating the mean capacity of each virtual link is then given by the enumeration of all possible states. After all
calculations have been made, we propose the following expression for the average capacity of each virtual link m:

Cm = wmC + �m (16)
It is clear that �m is the average capacity received by the queue m from the other queues. It is given by:

�m = �(1)m + �(2)m (17)
Where the �(1)m gives the average capacity received from the other queues when all other queues do not use its minimum capacity
and �(2)m gives the average capacity received when there is at least one other queue that will share the total remaining capacity
with the queue m. We prove that (See APPENDIX A):

�(1)m = (1 −wm)C
M
∏

q=1
q≠m

[1 − �(B(q))] −
M
∑

k=1
k≠m

∑

i∈Ek

�i[1 − �(B
(k)
i )]

M
∏

q=1
q≠k
q≠m

[1 − �(B(q))] (18)

and (See APPENDIX B):

�(2)m =
M−2
∑

t=1

[M−(t−1)
∑

i1=1
i1≠m

M−(t−2)
∑

i2=i1+1
i2≠m

..
M
∑

it=it−1+1
it≠m

C(t,iq,q=1..t)

]

(19)

With:

C(t,iq,q=1..t) =
wm

wm +
∑t
j=1
ij≠m

wij

t
∏

k=1
ik≠m

(

�(B(ik)) − �(wikC)
)[ M

∑

f=1
f≠ik,k=1..t

f≠m

C (R)f

M
∏

ℎ=1
ℎ≠f
ℎ≠m

ℎ≠ik,k=1..t

(

1 − �(B(ℎ))
)]

(20)

�(wikC) gives the probability that the traffic passing through the queue ik requires a bandwidth exactly equal to wikC:

�(wikC) = �(0)
ikP (wikC,wikC) (21)

For each queue q, �(0)(q) is deduced from 15 as follows:

�(0)(q) =

(

∑

0≤x(q)d(q)<wqC

P (x(q)d(q), wqC) +
1

wqC − �q

∑

j∈Eq

�j
∑

x(q)∈W (q)
j

P (x(q)d(q), wqC)

)−1

(22)

The setW (q)
j is defined asW (q)

j = {x(q), wqC − dj ≤ x(q)d(q) < wqC}. The probability of this set is given by 13 by replacing C
with wqC , xd with x(q)d(q), � with �q and eventuallyWj withW

(q)
j .

For each queue q, B(q) is defined as: B(q) = {x(q), x(q)d(q) ≥ wqC}. The probability �(B(q)) is deduced from 12 as follows:

�(B(q)) = 1
wqC − �q

∑

j∈Eq

�j�(W
(q)
j ) (23)
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C (R)f is the average remaining capacity in the virtual link number f . Given that the capacity wfC of each virtual link f
is shared according to balanced fairness among the different elastic flow classes in Ef , we prove that, C (R)f is given by (See
APPENDIX C):

C (R)f = wfC[1 − �(B(f ))] −
∑

i∈Ef

�i[1 − �(B
(f )
i )] (24)

For each queue q, and for each i ∈ Eq , the probability of the set B
(q)
i = {x(q), x(q)d(q) ≥ wqC − di} is given from 12 as follows:

�(B(q)i ) =
1

wqC − �q

∑

j∈Eq

�j�(W
(q)
j ) + �(W (q)

i ) (25)

If all flows passing through a queue f have the same maximum bit rate r(f ), the expression of C (R)f can be simply written as
follows (See APPENDIX D):

C (R)f = (wfC − �f )[1 − �(B(f ))] +wfC�(|xf | = N (f )) (26)
Where �(B(f )) is deduced from 7 as follows:

�(B(f )) = �(|xf | ≥ N (f )) =
( �f
r(f )
)N (f )

N (f )!
wfC

wfC − �f
�(0)(f ) (27)

With:

N (f ) = ⌊

wfC
r(f )

⌋ (28)
and:

�(0)(f ) =

(N (f )−1
∑

k=0

( �f
r(f )
)k

k!
+
( �f
r(f )
)N (f )

N (f )!
wfC

wfC − �f

)−1

(29)

�(|xf | = N (f )) is given by:

�(|xf | = N (f )) =
( �f
r(f )
)N (f )

N (f )!
�(0)(f ) (30)

The system is then decoupled into M independent virtual links, each with an average capacity Cm, m = 1..M . The mean
number of each class i ∈ Em can be given according to 11 as follows:

E[xi] ≈
�i
di
+ �(B(m)i

∗
)

�i
Cm − �m

(31)

Where B(m)i
∗
= {x(m), x(m)d(m) ≥ Cm − di}. The probability of this set is given from 12 by replacing � with �m, C with Cm ,

xd with x(m)d(m) and eventually E with Em. In the case when all flows passing through a queue m have an identical maximum
bit rate r(m), the expression of �(B(m)∗) is given from 7 by replacing C with Cm, r with r(m), � with �m and eventually N with
N (m)∗ = ⌊Cm∕r(m)⌋.

As already mentioned at the beginning of this section, this approach is based on assuming that all virtual links must initially
be in a state of stability, which means that the intensity of traffic carried by each virtual link must be strictly inferior to its
minimum capacity. Indeed, this assumption is fundamental in order to use the formulas presented in section 4 . This is the main
drawback of this approximation. In a real context, it is sufficient to check that the system has an overall stability, where the total
incoming traffic intensity must not exceed the link’s capacity.

As a simplifying assumption, we can admit here that if the traffic intensity of a given virtual link m exceeds the minimum
capacity dedicated to it, the capacitywmC is supposed to be always occupied and flows crossing it have a very low probability to
have their maximum rates. Similarly, if the average total load offered to a virtual link is still superior to its average capacity, we
admit that the average end-to-end throughput of all flows passing through this virtual link rapidly tends to zero. This hypothesis
is justified by the fact that when a given link confronts an instability, the number of flows passing through it indefinitely increases
and thus the quality of service of these flows is progressively degraded.
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FIGURE 2 Comparison between the best-effort system and CBWFQ system in terms of the average total number of flows.

5.2 Second Approach: Treating the CBWFQ system as an one entity basing on numerical
observations
In this section, we suppose that all flows passing through a queue m have the same maximum bit rate r(m). In contrast with the
previous approach, we treat here the system as an one entity by evaluating firstly the average total number of flows passing
through the whole system. Then, exploiting this result and using numerical results issued from some event simulations that
capture the evolution of the average number of flows per queue in function of the weight assigned to it, we deduce an analytical
explicit mathematical expression to evaluate the flow-level performance metrics for such system.

5.2.1 Evaluation of the average total number of flows
Since each lost packet is sent again until it reaches the destination, looking at flow-level, it is assumed that the total traffic load
is conserved in the system (there is no loss). For a best-effort system, the capacity of the link will be equally shared to carry
the total traffic load. For a CBWFQ system, the same capacity will be shared in a differentiated manner to carry the same total
traffic load. This leads to the fact that the mean total number of flows is approximately conserved between the two systems.
It is equivalent to say that the mean total number of flows passing through our CBWFQ system is the same of an equivalent
system that does not use CBWFQ policy23. We consider, for example, a link of capacity C = 50 shared by three elastic flow
classes such that d1 = 2, d2 = 5 and d3 = 10. In figure 2 , we compare the numerical result of the average total number of
flows passing through a three CBWFQ system, such as w1 = 0.6, w2 = 0.3, and w3 = 0.1, and the average total number of
flows for a best-effort system, using the balanced fairness allocation (exploiting approximation 11), for different values of �.
The numerical results are given by the resolution of a three-dimensional Markov chain modelling the arrival and departure of
flows in the system. We assume that �1 = �2 = �3 = �∕3 and each queue is dedicated for one class. We can note that for values
of �∕C inferior or equal to 0.8, the error rate is practically negligible. This error rate increases in areas close to the instability
zone, but we can always assume that the average total number of flows in the system is conserved. We can write then:

M
∑

m=1
ECBW FQ
m ≈

∑

i∈E
E[xi] (32)

Where ECBW FQ
m refers to the average total number of active flows passing through the queue number m under the CBWFQ

system and E[xi] is given by 11. In the following, we denote by EBE the average total number of flows in best-effort system:

EBE =
∑

i∈E
E[xi] (33)

The average total number of flows in our CBWFQ system is then considered to be constant, and it is independent to the
configuration of queue’s weights. Therefore, when the weight of a queuem tends to zero, it does not mean that this queue will be
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FIGURE 3 Comparison between the analytic and the exact result of the average number of flows for the first queue.

prevented from resources, but that it will be served after serving the other queues which are treated independently to the traffic
of the queue m. These queues will then compose a second CBWFQ system ofM −1 queues. Using 32, the average total number
of flows for this system is given by:

EBE∕�−�m ≈
∑

i∈E∕Em

E[xi] (34)

Where E[xi] is given by 11.
As a result, the average number of flows passing through the queue m is obtained by:

ECBW FQ
m∕wm→0

≈ EBE − EBE∕�−�m (35)

Considering the same previous example and assuming thatw1 = 0,w2 = 0.7 andw3 = 0.3,we compare in figure 3 the analytic
result, given by 35, and the numerical result, given by the resolution of the three-dimensional Markov chain, in terms of the
average number of flows of the first queue for different values of �. It is clear that the two results are very close and the error
rate is practically negligible when the total load doesn’t exceed 0.85% of the capacity.

5.2.2 Evaluating the average total number of flows for each queue: General case

As we showed in23 for a system of two CBWFQ queues carrying traffic with identical maximum bit rate, the evolution of the
average total number of flows for each queue m in function of its weight can be estimated by the expression 36, where �1, �2
and �3 are calculated according the system parameters and � is numerically adjusted to 3. Our numerical observations show that
this assumption remains true even for a greater number of queues or for different limit rates per queue.

ECBW FQ
m ≈

�1
�2 +w�

m
+ �3 (36)

The main goal of this section is to extend the results presented in23 for a system of two CBWFQ queues carrying an identical
limit rate flows to a general case ofM queues and heterogeneous rate limits (we suppose that each queue is exploited by flows
with the same maximum bit rate).
Using 36, the expression 35 can be written as follows:

ECBW FQ
m∕wm→0

≈
�1
�2
+ �3 (37)

When the weight of a queue m, tends toward 1, it can be considered as a priority queue44. Hence, the load �m is supposed to
exploit all the capacity of the link. Let ECBW FQ

m∕wm→1
the average number of flows passing through this queue in this case:

ECBW FQ
m∕wm→1

≈
�1

�2 + 1
+ �3 (38)
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ECBW FQ
m∕wm→1

is deduced from 6 by replacing � by �m and r by r(m).
When the weight of each queue m is equal to 1∕M , the link capacity is supposed to be equally shared among the queues, and

we are practically in the best-effort case. Therefore, we have:

ECBW FQ
m∕wm=1∕M

≈
∑

i∈Em

E[xi] (39)

with E[xi] is given by 11. Using 36 we obtain:

ECBW FQ
m∕wm=1∕M

≈
�1

�2 + (1∕M)�
+ �3 (40)

The average total number of active flows in each queue can be then approximated by 36 where �1, �2 and �3 are given
from 37, 38 and 40 as follows:

�1 ≈
(

ECBW FQ
m∕wm=1∕M

− �3

)((

1
M

)�

+ �2

)

(41)

�2 ≈
�1

(M� − 1)�2 − �1
(42)

�3 ≈ E
CBW FQ
m∕wm=1∕M

−
1 + �2

1 − (1∕M)�
�1 (43)

With:
�1 = E

CBW FQ
m∕wm=1∕M

− ECBW FQ
m∕wm→1

(44)
And:

�2 = E
CBW FQ
m∕wm→0

− ECBW FQ
m∕wm=1∕M

(45)
Since all flows passing through a queue m are supposed to have the same maximum bit rate, the average number of flows for

each class i ∈ Em can be deduced from 10 as follows:

E[xi] =
�i
�m
ECBW FQ
m (46)

5.2.3 Testing the accuracy of the second approach

To examine the accuracy of the proposed analysis in which rely the second approach, we consider a scenario of capacity C = 50
(Mbits∕Second) shared by three TCP flow classes such that d1 = 5, d2 = 4 and d3 = 2 ( all limit rates are in (Mbits∕Second)).
Let M = 3 and each queue is used by a single class of flows. In figure 4 we compare, in terms of the average number of
flows passing through the first queue, our approximation 36 with the exact result given by the numerical resolution of the
multidimensional Markov chain in function of the weight assigned to the first queue for different values of �. Our comparison is
done for two different values of the ratio �1∕�, assuming that the other queues have the same contribution in the total load. For
the numerical resolution, we assume that w2 = 3 w3 = 3∕4 (1 − w1). The results presented in this figure show that the exact
values of ECBW FQ

1 are very close to those given by 36, which confirms the good behaviour of our approximation. However, our
approximation seems to be more accurate when the system is far for the instability regime. In fact, the error rate is practically
negligible when the load is inferior or equal to 70% of the capacity. When the system is very loaded, the assumption of the
preservation of the average total number of flows is not very accurate, and then the error rate increases a little bit.

6 SIMULATIONS AND VALIDITY OF THE ANALYTIC APPROACHES

In this section, we aim to compare the proposed analytic approaches with the real behaviour of TCP traffic in order to verify its
validity. We simulate then with NS 2 the case of a link of capacity C = 100 (Mbits∕Second) shared by four TCP flow classes.
We assume that at the entry of the link, there are four CBWFQ queues and each queue is exploited by only a single class of
flows. Let w1 = 0.5, w2 = 0.3, w3 = 0.15 and w4 = 0.05.
Each TCP flow is used to transfer a series of packets of 1000 bytes representing a document of a certain size. The flow size
distribution of each class is supposed to be exponential. The application we have chosen to be implemented for elastic traffic is
FTP (File Transfer Protocol). We assumed that there is no additional time added by the link.
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FIGURE 4 Comparison between the analytic and the exact result of the average number of flows for the first class in function
of the weight assigned to it

Each simulation point is the average of the results of ten simulations with variable values of seed. Each simulation last two
hours, in which we simulate the arrival and the departure of thousands of flows.
In the figures 5 , 6 7 and 8 , the two analytic approaches are compared with the simulation results in terms of the average
queue throughput (each queue is used by a single class of flows) respectively for four different scenarios. In the first scenario,
we simulate the case where the classes of flows have different limit rates, such as d1 = 1, d2 = 2, d3 = 3 and d4 = 5
in (Mbits∕Second), and different contributions in the total load, such as the ratio �m∕wmC , m = 1..4, is always the same.
The second scenario is a particular case for the first scenario supposing that all classes of flows have an identical limit rate
r = 5 (Mbits∕Second). In the third and the fourth scenarios, we repeat the same previous scenarios by assuming that all classes
of flows have the same contribution in total load.The accuracy of our proposed results is measured by the error rate defined as:

ErrorRate(%) = 100
|AnalyticResult − SimulationResult|

SimulationResult
At first, it is necessary to note that, for all simulated cases, the two analytic results are much more accurate for non very

loaded system, with an error rate globally inferior to 5% when the total offered load does not exceed 70% of the capacity, which
proves the efficiency of our two analytic approaches. It is also important to note that our analytical and numerical results match
with43 where the authors concluded that CBWFQ has practically no effect in an under-loaded system. Our simulations prove
that, independently of the queue’s weight, flows tend to have its maximum bit rate when the system is not very loaded. As it is
showed in the figures, the service differentiation through CBWFQ policy is more significant when the load becomes critical
(more than 70% of the capacity).
For the first and second scenarios, and for non-loaded zones, the two approaches give two close results for the first two queues
with an error rate inferior to 3%. This is explained by the fact that with a high or medium weight, the queue is not very coupled
with the other queues making the estimation of its decoupled service rate more accurate. However, for the other queues, the
second approach is more accurate than the first one, which overestimates the average queue throughput. Indeed, for the second
scenario, the error rate at the third queue seems to be negligible (less than 0.4%) with the second approach, while it exceeds
4% with the first approach and it is less than 4.5% for the fourth queue with the second approach while it reached 8% with the
first one. This is explained by the fact that for very low weights, the second approach is based on the explicit mathematical
expressions 32 and 35, which has already proved their accuracy especially for non-loaded system.

In the last two scenarios, the second approach is more relevant to estimate the performance of elastic traffic in such system.
In fact, with this approach, the error rate between the analytic and simulated results is negligible when the total load is less than
75% of the link capacity and it does not exceed 5% when the system tends to the instability regime. For the last queue with a
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very low weight, the first approach can’t capture the real coupling between the queues and then it is unable to give an accurate
and reasonable results: According to this approach, the fourth queue did not receive sufficient additional resources to circulate
the important traffic passing through it. Thus, for some states, the average load of this queue remains higher than its average
capacity, and then, the average throughput for all flows passing through it is supposed to rapidly tends to zero.
In general, and for all simulated cases, the second approach provides very good results for critical values of load. This is
particularly interesting given that the CBWFQ mechanism is more efficient for very loaded systems.

FIGURE 5 Comparison in terms of the average throughput per queue between the two analytic approaches and the simulations
results: First scenario

FIGURE 6 Comparison in terms of the average throughput per queue between the two analytic approaches and the simulations
results: Second scenario

7 CONCLUSION

In this paper we propose two new fluid approaches to evaluate the performance of elastic traffic under a CBWFQ system. The
key characteristic of our analysis is to rely on some approximations for balanced fairness allocation, which is often considered
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FIGURE 7 Comparison in terms of the average throughput per queue between the two analytic approaches and the simulations
results: Queues with same load and different limit rates

FIGURE 8 Comparison in terms of the average throughput per queue between the two analytic approaches and the simulations
results: Queues with same load and identical limit rates

as an efficient tool to estimate the bandwidth sharing among elastic traffic under best-effort system, to highlight the coupling
aspect between queues in such system.
The first approach aims to decouple the system into different independent virtual links, each with an average mean capacity
while the second is mainly based on some numerical observations for the evolution of the average total number of flows for a
queue in function of the weight assigned to it. Detailed packet level simulations are used to test the efficiency and the accuracy
of our approaches.
Although the first approach may be relevant to estimate the mean capacity received by each virtual link (or the mean service rate
received by each queue), our simulations show that this approach can’t give accurate results for queues with low weight, where
the coupling with other queues seems to be strong. In the second approach, which globally provides more accurate results than
the first one, the average number of flows for each class passing through a queue is deduced from the average total flows for this
queue. For the moment, this can be only estimated when all elastic traffic carried by this queue has the same limit rate by using
the relation 10. Further works are needed to increase the accuracy of this approach and to generalise it to the case where elastic
flow classes with different limit rates can pass through the same queue.
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APPENDIX

A PROOF OF THE EQUATION (17)

In this section we deal with independent virtual links, each with capacity wkC ,∀1 ≤ k ≤ M . We aim to calculate �(1)m , the
average capacity received by the queue m from the other queues when all other queues doesn’t use its minimum capacity. Let
n(k) = x(k)d(k), ∀1 ≤ k ≤M .

We denote by
∑

0≤n(k)<wkC
1≤k≤M
k≠m

the multiple summation of length M − 1 on n(k), 1 ≤ k ≤ M , k ≠ m. For example, if

1 ≤ m < M − 1, this notation refers to:

∑

0≤n(k)<wkC
1≤k≤M
k≠m

=
∑

0≤n(1)<w1C

∑

0≤n(2)<w2C
..

∑

0≤n(m−1)<wm−1C

∑

0≤n(m+1)<wm+1C

..
∑

0≤n(M)<wMC

Then, we have these two notations:
∑

0≤n(k)<wkC
1≤k≤M
k≠m

∑

f
n(f ) =

∑

0≤n(1)<w1C

∑

0≤n(2)<w2C
..

∑

0≤n(m−1)<wm−1C

∑

0≤n(m+1)<wm+1C

..
∑

0≤n(M)<wMC

(

n(1) + n(2) + .... + n(m−1) + n(m+1) + ... + n(M)
)

∑

0≤n(k)<wkC
1≤k≤M
k≠m

∏

ℎ
�(n(ℎ)) =

∑

0≤n(1)<w1C

∑

0≤n(2)<w2C
..

∑

0≤n(m−1)<wm−1C

∑

0≤n(m+1)<wm+1C

..
∑

0≤n(M)<wMC

(

�(n(1)) �(n(2))....�(n(m−1)) �(n(m+1))...�(n(M))
)

Using these notations, we have:

�(1)m =
∑

0≤n(k)<wkC
1≤k≤M
k≠m

[

[

(1 −wm)C −
∑

j
n(j)

]

∏

ℎ
�(n(ℎ))

]

(A1)

=
∑

x(k)∉B(k)
1≤k≤M
k≠m

[

[

(1 −wm)C −
∑

j

∑

i∈Ej

dixi

]

∏

ℎ
�(x(ℎ))

]

(A2)

= (1 −wm)C
∑

x(k)∉B(k)
1≤k≤M
k≠m

∏

ℎ
�(x(ℎ)) −

∑

x(k)∉B(k)
1≤k≤M
k≠m

[

∑

j

∑

i∈Ej

dixi
∏

ℎ
�(x(ℎ))

]

(A3)

= (1 −wm)C
∏

1≤k≤M
k≠m

[1 − �(B(k))] −
∑

x(k)∉B(k)
1≤k≤M
k≠m

[

∑

j

∑

i∈Ej

dixi
∏

ℎ
�(x(ℎ))

]

(A4)

= (1 −wm)C
∏

1≤k≤M
k≠m

[1 − �(B(k))] −
∑

x(k)∉B(k)
1≤k≤M
k≠m

[

∑

j

∑

i∈Ej

dixi�(x(j))
∏

ℎ≠j
�(x(ℎ))

]

(A5)

= (1 −wm)C
∏

1≤k≤M
k≠m

[1 − �(B(k))] −
∑

1≤j≤M
j≠m

∑

x(j)∉B(j)

∑

i∈Ej

dixi�(x(j))
∏

1≤ℎ≤M
ℎ≠m
ℎ≠j

[1 − �(B(ℎ))] (A6)

By adopting balanced fairness allocation on the virtual link j, we have for all i ∈ Ej , the following two relations16,45:
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�i(x(j)) =
Φ(x(j) − e(j)i )
Φ(x(j))

�(x(j)) = �(0)(j)Φ(x(j))�(j)(x
(j))

Where �i(x(j)) is the total capacity allocated to class-i flows in the state x(j), Φ(x(j)) is the balance function corresponding to
the balanced fairness allocations and e(j)i is a vector of size Card{Ej} with 1 in component i and 0 elsewhere.

Thus we have:

�(x(j) − e(j)i ) = �(0)
(j)Φ(x(j) − e(j)i )�

(j)(x
(j)−e(j)i )

=
�i(x(j))
�i

�(0)(j)Φ(x(j))�(j)x
(j)

=
�i(x(j))
�i

�(x(j))

So:

�(x(j)) =
�i

�i(x(j))
�(x(j) − e(j)i ) (A7)

For 0 ≤ n(j) < wjC we have:

�(x(j)) =
�i
xidi

�(x(j) − e(j)i ) (A8)

For all i ∈ Ej , We have then:

∑

x(j)∉B(j)
xi�(x(j)) =

�i
di

∑

x(j)∉B(j)
�(x(j) − e(j)i ) (A9)

=
�i
di

∑

0≤n(j)<wjC−di

�(x(j)) (A10)

=
�i
di
(1 − �(B(j)i )) (A11)

From A6 and A11 we conclude:

�(1)m = (1 −wm)C
∏

1≤k≤M
k≠m

[1 − �(B(k))] −
∑

1≤j≤M
j≠m

∑

i∈Ej

�i[1 − �(B
(j)
i )]

∏

1≤ℎ≤M
ℎ≠m
ℎ≠j

[1 − �(B(ℎ))]

B PROOF OF THE EQUATION (18)

In this section we deal with independent virtual links, each with capacity wkC , ∀1 ≤ k ≤ M . We aim to calculate �(2)m , the
average capacity received by the queue m from the other queues when there is at least one other queue that will share the total
remaining capacity with this queue. Let t the number of the queues that will share with the queue m the remaining capacity in
the other queues. Since it is supposed here that there is always at least one queue that doesn’t use the totality of its minimum
capacity, t is always between 1 andM − 2. Let n(k) = x(k)d(k), ∀1 ≤ k ≤M .
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Using the same notations as the precedent proof, we have:

�(2)m =
M−2
∑

t=1

[M−(t−1)
∑

i1=1
i1≠m

M−(t−2)
∑

i2=i1+1
i2≠m

..
M
∑

it=it−1+1
it≠m

[

wm

wm +
∑t
j=1
ij≠m

wij

t
∏

k=1
ik≠m

[�(Bik) − �(wikC)]
∑

0≤n(f )<wfC
1≤f≤M

f≠ik,k=1..t
f≠m

∑

j
(wjC − n(j))

∏

ℎ
�(n(ℎ))

]

]

∑

0≤n(f )<wfC
1≤f≤M

f≠ik,k=1..t
f≠m

∑

j
(wjC − n(j))

∏

ℎ
�(n(ℎ)) =

∑

0≤n(f )<wfC
1≤f≤M

f≠ik,k=1..t
f≠m

∑

j
(wjC − n(j))�(n(j))

∏

ℎ
ℎ≠j

�(n(ℎ))

=
∑

1≤f≤M
f≠ik,k=1..t

f≠m

C (R)f

∏

1≤ℎ≤M
ℎ≠m
ℎ≠f

ℎ≠ik,k=1..t

[1 − �(B(ℎ))]

We deduce then:

�(2)m =
M−2
∑

t=1

[M−(t−1)
∑

i1=1
i1≠m

M−(t−2)
∑

i2=i1+1
i2≠m

..
M
∑

it=it−1+1
it≠m

[

wm

wm +
∑t
j=1
ij≠m

wij

t
∏

k=1
ik≠m

[�(Bik) − �(wikC)]
∑

1≤f≤M
f≠ik,k=1..t

f≠m

C (R)f

∏

1≤ℎ≤M
ℎ≠m
ℎ≠f

ℎ≠ik,k=1..t

[1 − �(B(ℎ))]
]

]

C PROOF OF THE EQUATION (23)

In this section we deal with independent virtual links, each with capacity wfC , ∀1 ≤ f ≤M . Let n(f ) = x(f )d(f ).
The average remaining capacity in each virtual link f is given by:

C (R)f =
∑

0≤n(f )<wfC

(wfC − n(f ))�(n(f ))

=
∑

0≤n(f )<wfC

wfC�(n(f )) −
∑

0≤n(f )<wfC

n(f )�(n(f ))

=
∑

x(f )∉B(f )
wfC�(x(f )) −

∑

i∈E(f )
di

∑

x(f )∉B(f )
xi�(x(f ))

= wfC(1 − �(B(f ))) −
∑

i∈E(f )
di

∑

x(f )∉B(f )
xi�(x(f ))

By adopting balanced fairness allocation on the virtual link f and using A11 we deduce:

C (R)f = wfC(1 − �(B(f ))) −
∑

i∈E(f )
�i(1 − �(B

(f )
i )

D PROOF OF THE EQUATION (25)

In this section we deal with an independent virtual link f with capacity wfC . Let �(|xf |) the probability that we have |xf |
connections in the queue f and r(f ) the maximum bit rate of the flows passing through this queue.The average remaining capacity
of the virtual link number f is given by:

C (R)f =
∑

|x(f )|≤N (f )

(wfC − |x(f )|r(f ))�(x(f ))

∑

|x(f )|≤N (f )

wfC�(x(f )) = wfC(1 − �(B(f ))

+�(|xf )| = N (f )))
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As we showed in APPENDIX A, for |x(f )| ≤ N (f ) we have :

�(x(f )) =
�i

xir(f )
�(x(f ) − e(f )i )

Therefore:

∑

|x(f )|≤N (f )

|x(f )|r(f )�(x(f )) = r(f )
∑

|x(f )|≤N (f )

∑

i∈Ef

xi�(x(f ))

=
∑

|x(f )|≤N (f )

∑

i∈Ef

�i�(x(f ) − e
(f )
i )

= �f
∑

|x(f )|≤N (f )−1

�(x(f ))

= �f (1 − �(B(f )))

And then, we conclude:

C (R)f = (wfC − �f )(1 − �(B(f ))) +wfC�(N (f ))
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